Flying Geese
1. Gather (16) 2″ (2 1/2″)Tan / (4) 3 1/2″ (4 1/2″) Gold squares.
2. Using your Quilters Magic Wand, mark two lines, each 1/4″ away from the center diagonal on the wrong side of (16)
Tan squares.
3. Position (2) Tan squares diagonally on opposite corners on a Gold square as shown. Nudge each small square
toward the center about 3 or 4 threads from the raw edge of the larger square.
4. Stitch on the drawn lines, then cut apart between the lines of stitching on the center diagonal.
5. Press seams in the direction indicated by arrows.
6. Position (1) Tan square to each unit and nudge 3 or 4 threads from the raw edge of the larger triangle section.
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3. Position

6. Position

4. Stitch and Cut

5. Press

7. Stitch on the drawn lines, then cut apart between the lines of stitching on the center diagonal.
8. Press seams indicated by arrows.

8. Press
7. Stitch and Cut

9. Align the diagonal guide lines of the Wing Clipper® I with the seams of the Flying Geese unit. You’ll automatically be
centering the tool over your pieced unit 1 1/2″ x 2 1/2″ (2″ x 3 1/2″). Trim the side and across the top.

9. Right Handed
9. Left Handed

10. Rotate your flying geese unit 180° and reposition the Wing Clipper® I to align the previously trimmed raw edge with
the 1 1/2″ x 2 1/2″ (2″ x 3 1/2″) and “X” at the top with the intersection of the seams. Trim again, up the side and across
the top. Make (16) FG1 units.

Make 16 - FG1 Units

10. Right Handed
10. Left Handed

11. Repeat Steps 1-10 using (16) 2″ (2 1/2″) Rust / (4) 3 1/2″ (4 1/2") Blue to make (16) FG2
Units.
Make 16 - FG2 Units
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